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•Kidman, strong cast
make 'Birthday Girl'
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Wilson Ms. Black and Gold
BY ELIZABETH BONEAU
Campus News Editor

On Friday night, members of
the Xavier community donned
their finest and flocked to the
third annual Miss Black and Gold
pageant. Although only in its
third year, the event is fast becoming a much-loved tradition
for its dressed-up feel with
dressed-down attitude. ·
The Sigma G.amma chapter of
the Xavier Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity hosted the event, which
awards scholarships to both the
winner and runner-up. This year's
winner, Angela Wilson, received
a $1,000 scholarship to be applied
to next year's tuition, while runner-up Cirian Fitzgerald was
awarded $500.
Four freshman contestants
vied for the Miss Black and Gold
crown this year: Lakisha Love, a
natural science major; Morgan
Williams, a finance major;
Fitzgerald, majoring in entrepreneurial studies; and Wilson, a sociology major.
The pageant was composed of
three categories - swimwear,

eveningwear and talent competition - followed by a question
and answer session. Contestants
were judged on their academics,
talent, presence, style, grace and
the quality of their response to the
"impromptu question."
The pageant challenged its
contestants to tackle important
Issues facing the African-American community, asking them to
speak on ways to improve innercity schools, to comment on the
portrayal of African~Ame·rican
'-women in music :videos, the sta. tus of and solutions for race relations at Xavier and to name the
most challenging issue facing
black women today.
The contestants were held to a
rigorous practice schedule to prepare for the pageant which started .
as far back as November.
Dillard's provided business attire
and evening 'wear fqr· the partici- ·
pants, and Everything but Water
supplied the bathing suits.
"Winning was overwhelmiI}g
at first, and it was so great to have
my whole family there to see the
pageant. It was really a good

show and we all worked really
hard,'·' said Wilson.
· The Miss Black and Gold pageant is a long~standing part of the
international Alpha Phi Alpha organization, but has just been inc
stituted at Xavier. The winner
from each school goes on to district competition, and possibly
onto the midwest regional competition next year. Being a female
is the only requirement for entering ..
"Alpha Phi Alpha has been a'
large part of my special Xavier
career. When I think back, I think ·
about traditions, and this to me is
one of Xavier's most valuabie traditions. At the Miss Black and
Gold pageant, you can find the
most diverse group and crosssection of campus, something that
I truly applaud," said senior .Justin Wade, departing Alpha Phi AIpha president.
The event was also sponsored
by the Office of the President, the
Vice President Office, the Office
of Multicultural Affairs, Retention Services, the Black Student
Association, Alpha Kappa Alpha

PHOTO COURTESY OF ANGELA WILSON

Freshman Angela Wilson, a sociology major, was named Miss
Black· and Gold at the annual pageant on Friday. Wilson was
one of four freshman contestants competing for the $1,000
scholarship given to the winner.
and Delta Sigma Theta sororities,
Xavier Rugby and the Xavier Alliance.
Senior Damany Abernathy was
Master of Ceremonies and the

Charles Cooper Quartet provided
the music.
.,

New Honors program, PPP, under formation
BY COLIN A. MCDERMOTT

Xavier University is in the initial stages of developing a new
Honors program titled the PPP
Program, which stands for Philosophy, Politics and the Public.
The program was conceived by
Xavier President Rev. Michael
Graham, S.J., to become Xavier's
first pre-law program. It will be
Xavier's third Honors program,
outside of the HAB and Scholars
programs.
"We want a program that will
give the student the proper resources f<:Jr dealing with a wide

range of problems presented with
our public life,'' stated Dr. E. Paul
Colella, professor of philosophy. ·
"I can see a lot of social justice
issues receiving greater clarification because of this. I could see
students going to the PPP program and being very well prepared to do a semester abroad.
As the program is in its initial
steps,, it will not be offered at
Xavier until the fall semester of
2003. "In terms of curriculum,
it's in a very early starting phase,''
said Colella.
For the program to be unique
to Xavier, the first step is to de-
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termine what its curriculum we thought that the public was
would include. This program will ·more important."
be modeled after Oxford
As for what the definition of
University's PPE Program (Phi- the public is in terms of this. prolosophy, Politics, and Econom- gram, "That's the question,'' said
ics).
Colella, "and it's a major question
As Xavier's program replaces in 20th century America. Some
Economics .with the Public, the would say Dewey is the greatest
curriculum would differ signifi- American philosopher, with his
cantly from its inspiration.
questions of the public."
"In Europe, PPE is a standard
Under the guidance of Dr. John
pre-law program,'' said .Colella. Fairfield, professor of history, the
"For Europeans, it would be more works of philosopher John
political philosophy than politi- Dewey have been utilized to help
cal science." He explained the determine the focus of the PPP
move from PPE to PPP is "not-to program.
de-emphasize the economics, but
The program should present
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the world as a place "where we
are individuals, but also member
of· larger collections," said
Colella.
As an interdisciplinary major,
the creators of this program hope
the students in it will be able to
study in London for a summer and
have a minor in a modern language to support the opportunity.
The ideal locale would be the
London School of Economics or
Oxford University. "We have
contacts there, so its not just a
pipe dream,'' Colella sai~.

See Honors, page 2
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Greatest survival
story of all time
PAGE 14
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BRIEFS Race talks
continue
__........... ......................

Honors

>-Elizabeth Boneau, Editor
>-News Room: 745-3122
>-xunews@hotmail.com
._
..-.

Prayer vigil
The Students for Life and Amnesty International will be holding a vigil in remembrance of
Monte Tewksbury, victim of
John Byrd, Jr. who is to be ei<.ecuted by the state of Ohio on
Feb. 19. The vigil will be held on
Wednesday, Feb. 18 from 6 p.m.
to 6:30 p.m. on the residential
mall and will also' oppose the use·
of capital punishment under any
circumstance. For more irifo, contact Jess Ballew at 745-3706.
Anyone opposed to the execution is urged to call Gov..Bob Taft
at (614) 466-3555 ..

continued from page 1
As the program stands now, con- sultations need to be held with faculty of varfous departments to arri\ie at a definite curriculum. Once
that is achieved, the next step is to·
present it to the College Curricu. !um Committee for approval, and
then the Board of Undergradijate
Studies.
As the program stands now, "the.
next step, abstractly, would be to:
-haminer out the curriculum which could take the rest of the semester," said Dr. Timothy White,
member of the political science anp
sociology departments.
Before that can be achieved, he
. added, "we need to come up with
some sort of statement about what
the program is.'' The PPP Program's
definition of the "Public" is too
broad for a curriculum to .be formed
yet. By tipping the curriculum _one
way or the other, he notes, the program could focus on the public as
either the elite or the world community.
"They have an idea of a model.
Before it can serve the public, it
needs to 'make concrete its abstract
goals. Hopefully, we'll provide
something that isn't available at
other schools," White said.

BY JENNIFER PUTNAM
Asst. Campus News Editor

The seconcl community dialogue; "How Multicultural Are
You?" asked participants how
much exposure they have to other
races in their everyday lives. ·
· Students were also challenged
on their knowledge of the customs
and practices of other ethnicities.
The dialogue, which took place
Monday, Feb. 4 , began with a handout' designed to evaluate the interaction with multiple races in an.
individual's life.
An open discussion followed
the completion of the handout,
which discussed how the intercommunication with different races had
affected each person's opinion and
The Xavier Players will
stereotypes of each race.
present "Voices for Change," ~
The seco·nd activity was comstudent-developed work on top- ·
prised of six different color beads
ics of social justice. The perforrepresenting. different races: ·Afrimance will feature dance,
can-American, Caucasian, Asian, .
sketches and monologues. It will
Hispanic, Native American and
run from Friday to Saturday, Feb.
Multicultural.
8-9 at 8 p.m. in the Xavier ArStudents were presented with a
mory. Tickets are $5 general adstereotype and asked to place. the
mission and $3 for students, faccorresponding bead in a bag that
ulty and staff.
represented the race they associated
with that particular stereotype.
At the end of the exercise stuAll business students are indents
were left with a bag of multivited to join Williams College
.
colored
beads. The purpose of the
of Business Dean . Mike Webb
exercise
was to remind the particifor doughnuts, bagels, muffins
pants
that
all races are subjected to
and juice in Nieporte Lounge.
stereotypes.
Breakfast will be offered on two
The next community dialogue
different occasions: Tuesday,
titled,
"Society Building," will take
Feb. 26 from 9:30 a.m to 10 a.m.
place
on
Monday~ Feb. 18 from 6
and again on Wednesday, Feb. p.in.
to
9
p~m. on the 10th floor of
27 from 9: 15 a.m. to 9:45 a.m.
Schott Hall. For more information,
contact the Office of Multicultural
Affairs
at 745-3181.
Women Helping Women, an
organization that provides services to victims of sexual as- sault, incest and domestic violence, is seeking volunteers. Applications are due by Feb.15 and
training runs from March 9-23.
Those interested in applying
can contact Grundi Moore at
(513) 977-5541.

Voices for change

Business breakfast

Volunteers needed

Double Xposure
"FLYIN' HIGH"
BY CHUCK SAMBUCHINO

{

ESL partners
The. Literacy Club and the
Center for English as a Second
Language are looking for volunteers who are interested in becoming conversation partners
with international students. For
more info, contact Madeleine
Mitchell at 745-2979.

Loewen to lecture
Author Dr. James Loewen
will lecture as part of the OMA
performance and lecture seri'es.
The lecture will be held today
at 7:30 p.m. in Kelly Auditorium, with a reception beginning at 5:30 p,m.

Summer Service
Applications are now available for the Summer Service Internships at the Center for Career and Leadership Development, online or at the Information Desk. There will be an. information session on Feb. 11 in
Alter 301from1:30 p.m. to 2:30
p.m. The application deadline
is Feb. 22 at 5 p.m. and all applications must be turned into the
CCLD or to verkamp@xu.edu.

PHOTO BY CHUCK SAMBUCHINO

This photo was taken of the flying swings at Cedar Point Amusement Park in Sandusky, Ohio.

Police. Notes
Jan.29, 1:50 a.m.-Campus Police received a report from
two female students that a male
student. attempted to get into
their beds while intoxicated.
Residence Life is investigating
· the matter.
Jan. 30, 8:44 a.m. - Campus Police assisted Cincinnati
Police and the Cincinnati Fire
Dt:;partment with an automobile
accident at Dana Avenue and
Ledgewood Avenue. A commuter
student was struck and taken to
University Hospital with minor
injuries.

Jan. 31, 1:30 p.m. - An
employee reported the theft of a
wallet containing credit cards
and cash from Hinkle Hall.

Feb.1, 11:50 p.m. - A male
student was cited after Campus
Police observed him stealing gas
caps from cars in the R-2 lot.

Jan. 31, 8:15 p.m. - A female student reported that while
walking through the O'Connor
lot a male subject made obscene
remarks. The subject was identified and disciplinary action
was taken.

Feb. 2, 10:50 p.m. - Three
female students were cited for underage possession of alcohol after they were observed removing
alcohol from their car into backpacks.

Feb. 1, 12:05 p.m. - Campus Police responded to the
Firstar branch in GBA for a
despute between a student and a
branch employee over a business
transaction. The matter was referred to Auxiliary Services.

Feb.2, 8:10 p.m.-Campus Police received a criminal
mischief report from Buenger
resident advisers that someone
had spray painted a picture of a
male organ on the sidewalk facing the north lot.

Feb. 3, midnight -A former
Xavier student was cited for disorderly conduct when he. was observed climbing on the roof of
-· Kuhlman Hall ..
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I.see London, I see France
BY MELISSA A. MOSKO : .

News Features Editor·
The idea of a summer job scrambling around an over-crowded restaurant· waiting tables or monotonously folding jeans at the Gap
makes some students appreciate
their time in school so much more.
Burwouldn'titbe nice if Xavier
would whisk you away to an ancient city to spend five weeks with
other students, and even earn some
much needed credits in the process?
Well, it does. Xavier's Honors
Program offers a five~week program
learning, living and experiencing
.London, England.
"This city used to be the capital
of the woi:ld during it's time," Dr. E.
Paul Colella, director of the Scholars Program said. "There is so much
to learn in a large, world-class city."
For sophomore Dan Arbeznik,
the best part about the Lc:mdon trip
was living abroad.
"Studying abroad is .different
because you experience the things
you are learning," he said.
While studying the works of Karl
Marx for the philosophy class they
took in London, last year's group
was able to visit Marx's grave at
High Gate Cemetery.
Students live at the University
of North London, in suite-style residence halls with private bedrooms
and bathrooms and a small kitchen.
"London is so ethnically di' verse," Colella said. "Education
doesn't only take place in the classroom when you're in a city such as
this."
The group will venture around

•••

the city., learning its history
through experience. They will
visit the Tower of London and the
Tower Bridge; Westminster Abbey
for Evensong, the Glob.e Theatre
(which includes a performance of
a Shakespeare play), Hampton
Court Palace, Cambridge and
York, and the Greenwich Observa~
tory.
.
Aside from these planned trips,
students have three-day weekends
that c.an be spent traveling as well.
"In the past, many students ·
have traveled to Ireland and Scotland and crossed the Chunnel to
Paris for the weekend," Colella
said.
And yes, there are classes .. Dr.
Alexandra Korros from' the history
department will be teaching a seminar on technology and industrial-·
ization in the 19th century. Dr.
Nancy Bertaux of the economics
department will be teaching asemiMembers of last year's gro~p who traveled to London for five weeks last summer in front of
nar on the history _of economic
Stonehenge. From Left to Right, Mike Roedecker, Dr. Ernest Fontana, Dan Arbeznik, Dr. Robert
thought.
Rethey, Chip Murray,_ Leah Mock, Jim Wermers, Teep Schlachter, Elizabeth End and Julie Ellison.
Both professors plan to lead
some of the excursions to use London as ari extension of the classroom ..
"I want to stress that this is· an
opportunity open to all Xavier
students," Colella said. "It .is run
out of the Honors Program, but it
isn't limited to Honors students."
The cost of the five week pro-.
gram is $2,800 and includes six
credit hours, housing and all the
group excursions.
P.S. The drinking age in London is 18!

room and board
& 2600 dollars

for making a difference .in
the greater cincinnati area
elping your neighbor never sounded
so good! Introducing the Xavier Univers1ty.,Summer Service Internship.

H

PHOTO COURTESY OF OR. E. PAUL COLELLA

Last year's London group visits one of their first sites, the
Blenheim Palace.

What's this internship all about?
The mission of the Summer Service Internship is to develop "people for others" who
will con~nue to make service an integral
part of their lives. These outstanding Xavier
students will be given the opportunity to
use their talents in the service of the
Greater Cincinnati community. The internship is designed to encourage service-learning by building a community of service interns on campus who can share insights,
reflect on their experiences and address
issues affecting society while working at a
local service agency. At the end of the summer, interested Interns can apply to be on
the board of the Fall Youth Grantmaking
Council. A free 1 credit hour Philanthropy
class for the Interns to attend will be held
over several Saturdays in late Spring Semester. ·

What are the benefits?
Aside from the priceless opportunity to
make a positive difference in your community, you will earn a $2500 stipend over
the summer and recieve free room and
board on campus.
Who is eligible?
Are you a current Xavier student who plans
to enroll for Fall 2002? Then you're eligible.
Okay, how do I apply?
Grab an application from the Center for
Career and Leader~hip Development, the
information desk, or the CCLD website
(www.xu.edu/careerservices/students/experience/sumserv.htm. Fill that baby out
and get it back to CCLD by February 22,
·
2002 at 5 p.m.
Got any questions? Call Amy Verkamp
Collopy in Xavier's Center for Career and
Leadership Development at 745.3116.

Center for Career and Leadership Development
"Preparing for Tomorrow,Joday"
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Enron CEO to be subpoenaed
KEN LAY TO B~ SUMMONED BEFORE CONGRESS TO· EXPLAIN COMPANY'S COLLAPSE AFTER FAILING TO APPEAR VOLUNTARILY
BY DAVE MONTGOMERY AND
STELLA HOPKINS
Knight Ridder Newspapers

·relationship with the company he
built.
Lay's decision not to testify
infuriated senior committee members, who canceled the hearing.
· In an informal closed-door session, they agreed to force Lay to
appear through a subpoena. The
· full committee is expected to formally approve the action at a meeting later this week.
Late Monday, the House Financial Services Committee also
said it was preparing to subpoena
Lay· and had notified his attorney
of its plan. ·

WASHINGTON - Enron Corp.'s
management systematically misrepresented the company's financial
condition to the public, the author
of an internal report told Congress
on Monday, as ranking members of a
Senate committee vowed to subpoena former chief ex.ecutive Kenneth Lay to explain what happened.
"What we found was absolutely
app~lling ... ," said William Powers
Jr., who joined the Enron board after
the company's fall. "There's no question that virtually everyone, from the
board of directors on· down, understood that the company was seeking
to offset its investment losses with
its own stock," he told a subcommittee of the House Financial Service.s
Committee.
Powers, dean of the University of
Texas law school, led a three-member panel that examined several
questionable transactions between
Enron and "outside" partnerships ·
managed by the company's former
chief financial officer, Andrew
Fastow.
Powers faulted Lay for lax supervision over Enron's corporate hierarchy, saying he bears ultimate responsibility for questionable accounting procedures that hid losses
and inflated profits.
Lay had been scheduled to appear
Monday at a Se.nate Commerce
Committee hearing led by Sen.
Byron Dorgan, D-N.D;, but sent word
through his,!lttorney late Sunday that
"inflammatory statements" from lawmakers would create an unfair atmosphere.
Late Monday, Lay resigned from
Enron's board of directors, ending his

''It's notpossible to
figure out what
caused this huge
Enron ship to
capsize ifyou can't
hear from the
. " .
captain.
-

Sen. Ron Wyden,
D-Ore.

"It's not possible to figure out
what caused this huge Enron ship
to capsize if you can't hear from
the captain;" said Sen. Ron
Wyden, D-Ore.
Sen. Ernest Hollings, D-S.C.,
chaim1an! of the committee, said
Lay would be ordered to appear
Feb. 12. But the former executive
could invoke his Fifth Amendment right against self-incrimination instead of leaving himself

legally vulnerable under.a fusillade
of congressional questions.
Ten congressional committees
are ·at. work delving into various
aspects of the Enron scandal, and
Lay's appearance loomed as the
showcase event. But Lay's attorney,
·Earl Silbert, dispatched letters to
Congress on Sunday saying his cli"
ent feared stepping into a
"prosecutorial" atmosphere following accusatory statements by mem- .
bers of Congress.
Lawmakers theorized, however,
that a big factor behind Lay's withdrawal was the weekend release of ..
Powers' 218-page report, which assailed top executives for enriching
themselves while overstating profits. Enron was the nation's seventhlargest company before declaring
bankruptcy Dec. 2.
The inquiry concluded that
Enron concealed millions of dollars in losses through the creation
of nearly 1,000 partnerships. It said
the deception was part of a culture
"that appears to have encouraged
pushing the limits."
As questions about its business
and accounting practices mounted
over the winter, Enron was forced
to restate its earnings by almost
$600 million. Investors lost confidence in the company and the stock
plunged. Thousands of employees
who had invested in the company's
stock lost their retirement nest eggs.
. Before the restatement, Enron
inflated its earnings by more than
$1 billion from the thifd quarter of
2000 through the third quarter of
2001, the report says. That means
that 70 percent of the company's
reported earnings in that period
were false.
Dorgan said committee members were told for inore than a

PHOTO BY GEORGE BRIDGES, KNIGHT RIDDER TIMES

Former Arthur Andersen employee David Duncan
appeared b~fore a House Committee last week to testify
about the alleged de_Struction of. Enron documents.
month that Lay was "going to be
available, was anxious to testify."
But Dorgan said Lay changed
his mind after the release of the
Powers report, which contained "a
pretty devastating indictment of
things that went on inside the corporation ...

".I believe that represents the
door through which Mr. Lay escaped," he said of the report.

Bush unveils $2.1 trillion budget for 2003
BY RON HUTCHESON
Knight Ridder Newspapers

WASHINGTON -President Bush
sent Congress a $2. l trillion wartime
budget Monday that favors defense
spending and tax cuts over domestic
programs while slipping into an $80
billion federal deficit.
Calling for a dramatic overhaul
of national priorities, Bush offered a
spending plan for fiscal 2003 that
would put the nation on a war footing for years to come. Other goals balancing the budget, paying down
government debt and preserving the
Social Security trust fund - would
take a back seat to the war on terrorism and the president's tax-cutting
agenda.
"Since the end of the Cold War,
defense has been a dwindling priority in our national budget. ... That
will have to change - and the 2003
budget reflects the ·new reality," the
document declares in an overview
section. "We are at war, and we must
pay the price to fight a war."
Bush's budget proposes doubling
the federal investment in homeland
security and calls for the biggest increase in defense spending since

President Ronald Reagan turns to balance. To help pay for
launched his Cold War buildup. government services, the budget
Homeland security would get $38 would tap excess revenues in the
billion in Bush's plan, while the Social Security trust fund, money
Defense Department would get that both parties had declared offnearly $380 billion-$48 billion limits as recently as last year.
Democr~ts accused the presimore than this year.
The budget would increase dent of raiding Social Security, seizfederal spending overall by about ing an issue that could be potent in
nine percent, but the increases are a congressional election year. Sen.
spread unevenly, and some pro- Kent Conrad, D-N.D., the chairman
grams face deep cuts. Defense of ~he Senate Budget Committee,
would get a 12 percent increase; also accused Bush of borrowing
increases in domestic programs from Enron's accounting tactics to
would average about two percent. hide the flaws in his spendirig plan.
Highway projects and environ"This is a failure to acknowledge
mental programs are among the: debt, a failure to deal with debt. ...
biggest losers. Federal highway It assures future problems," Conrad
funding would decrease by about said.
$9 billion from this year, ·while
While urging restraint in nonthe Environmental Protection defense spending, the president sigAgency faces a four percent cut naled that he has no intention of
in its budget. The popularity of retreating from his steadfast support
both programs in Congress may for tax cuts. His budget calls for $73
protect them from the president's billion in additional tax cuts next
year - almost enough to cover the
ax.
· After four years when the fed- projected deficit.
Bush's new tax cuts would reeral budget ran surplus revenues,
Bush projects a $106 billion defi- . duce federal revenues by $591 bilcit this year, an $80 billion short- lion over the next 10 years, on top
fall in 2003 and a $14 billion defi- . of the $1.35 trillion, 10-year taxcit in 2004 before the budget re- cut package that Congress ap-

proved last year. Much of the cost
would come from the. president's
proposal to extend the tax cuts indefinitely. They are currently set to .
expire in 2010.
Bush also sought to revive his
economic stimulus plan, a $77 billion package that would accelerate
the tax cuts that Congress approved
last year, give new tax refunds to
low-income workers, expand unemployment benefits for laid-off workers and provide new corporate tax
breaks.
Deficit hawks expressed fears
that the president's budget marks a
return to ever-increasing federal
deficits.
"It's pretty worrisome. The atmosphere right now is to increase
spending, cut taxes and run up the
deficit," said Robert Bixby, executive director of the Concord Coalition, a nonpartisan organization
devoted to a balanced budget an~ .
reducing the federal debt. "If you
want new spending, you call it defense or homeland security. If you
want to cut taxes you call it economic stimulus."
The president 'made no mention
of deficits in his formal message

accompanying the budget,-but the
426-page document contends that
the deficits w.ill be "small and ternporary" if Congress follows his economic blueprint.
That does not seem likely, judging from the initial reaction from
congressional Democrats.
"We all agree that we must
strengthen national defense and
homeland security," said Rep. Martin Frost, D-Texas. "Unfortunately,
the budget unveiled today drives
America further into debt, spends
Social Security and Medicare, and
cuts priorities like education and
health care."
The Defense Department budget
includes $27 billion for the war, but
Pentagon officials acknowledge
they may need far m.ore than that. ·
With current costs running at about
$1.8 billion a month, the Defense
Department will ask Congress for
an emergency cash infusion next
month to meet the bills for the remainder of this fiscal year, which
ends Sept. 30. The 2003 budget
goes into effect on Oct. 1.
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·. · We We:nt You To Be the Next
· Senate Executive I

INTERESTED PEOPLE SHOULD ATTEND ONE OF
THE FOLLOWING INFORMATIONAL MEETINGS
ON MON., FEB 11 AT 12:30 PM, TUES., FEB 12 AT
. 11 :15 AM AND 9:00 PM, Wf:D., FEB.,13 AT 2:30 PM
AND 6:1·5 P·M ·AND MON., FEB 18 AT 12:30 PM.

· ALL SENATE MEETINGS WILL BE HELD IN THE SENATE OFFICE
ALL CANDIDATES MUST ATTEND A MEETING TO BE ELIGIBLE!

SGA WANTS YOU TO BE THE NEXT EXECUTIVE!!!

QUESTIONS? CALL DENISE AT X8944

· LOOKING FOR A PLACE TO LIVE? · SPBllG BBEJllf

Room available in 8 bedroom house
-affordable rent
-nicely furnished
-good location .
call 871-6275

Tropical B~aches Video;rro~ures
o' Jlor1da
& Resemtions
LiVE WEB CAM OF.DAYTONA·BEACH

Toll Free 1·877·257·5431

.springbreak2.com
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>Lena Davie, Editor

>email:

-STAFF

OPEDNEViBMRE@HOTMAlt..CDM

ED.ITORIAL-

Apathy all. around
Last April, the city of Cincin- · turnout, or lack of, is quite disheartnati experienced the tumultuous ening. As the future of our society, it
acts of the riots downtown. Al- is our responsibility to answer the call
most immediately, the university for change.
responded with organized forums
These discussions are instrumenand discussion groups to give stu- tal to taking the first steps in abolishdents an outlet with which to ex- ing the stereotypes and preconceived
press their concerns and emotions notions that manifest the ignorance
of how the riots were affecting not responsible for the destruction of
only Cincinnati, but Xavier as positive race relations. Where are the
students? Why is it that our campus
well.
Though the riots are over, they has become so apathetic to an issue
provided a proverbial "soapbox" that is still plaguing our community
for individuals to raise awareness today?
TI:e S:aff ofThe Newswire must
and address the issue of race relations in our society. Xavier has admit we cannot point the hypocrititaken its soapcal finger, for we
box and run ------~------------------- too are guilty of
with it.
riding the current
With com•
•
J
issue bandwagon,
munity diathen falling off as
logues, guest
+.{:;
•
the issue loses apspeakers and.
peal and publicity.

"_Though the
h
. d
unzverszry qs provtue
l
a p a,,iorm, it
lecture series
consequently cannot When the issue
making an apfirst presented itpearance on
find Students to
self last April, we
as a student body
. emb11'nce. +hz"s
campus, Xavier
has taken its 15
minutes and
turned it into a

'u-

"'

•

opportunzry.

"

showed promise
of doing our part
to make a differ-

platform for - - - - - - - - - - - - - ence. The prestackling one of
ence of students
the most controversial issues we attending the first forum after the riface as a society. Though the ots was astounding. Though talk of
university has provided a plat- the riots is not as prevalent as it was
form, it cons~quently cannot find last April, we still must take full adstudents to embrace this opportu- vantage of the resources available and
nity.
not ignore the issue, but attempt to
For example, the community change it. ,
dialogues sponsored by the OfStudents tend to complain that as
flee of Multicultural Affairs bad a whole their voice is not heard.
an attendance of 10 students on You've beeri given your opportunity
Monday's dialogue and 13 at the to speak, now is not the time to whisprevious dialogue. This student per, but to yell.
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Unserved justice
Nearly a year ago, students began educating the campus community on the ties between our food
service provider, Sodexho, and the
private prison industry. The students, organized as the "Not With
Our Money" Campaign, advocated
terminating our contract with
Sodexho and implementing a
cardcheck/neutrality agreement
which would ensure an. intimidation-free work environment and allow the most efficient way for workers to unionize if they choose so.
This campaign culminated in a
six-day "Caged-in, Sleep-out,
Speak-out" where students stayed
outside President Graham's office
approximately 144 hours waiting on ttle president's decision.
Within those six days, over 200
people, including over 40 faculty
members, signed a petition supporting the campaign's demands. Instead of deciding last spring, Gra~
ham commissioned the Justice
Across Campus committee to further research the issue and come to
a decision by December.
The Student Senate also began
researching this important issue. A
committee examined the issue and
Senate passed their resolution calling for termination of Sodexho's
contract, implementation of
cardcheck/neutrality and creation
of a committee to examine ethics

for

in the school's contracting. This
resolution was sent to The Newswire to inform the community of
their decision.
As we left for winter break, the
Justice Across Campus (JAC) committee finalized their extensive research and submitted its findings
to the president.

Students brought this -issue to
the campus by doing public education.
Both "NWOM" and the Student
Senate committee were open to
public attendance and public scrutiny. Why has the administration
deCided to conduct its deliberations
behind closed doors? This issue
began publicly, it should not end
privately.
What are the JAC findings? Why
haven't they been made public?
What is the administration's decision? Last year, Graham said "a
company
with substantial· interests
Sleep~
in the private prison industry here
.~.and abroad ... is probably not the
kind ofpartl}er that we're interested
in doing business with as a Jesuit,
Catholic university."
Assistant to the President Ron
Slepitza supported this: "(l]f we
reach the conclusion that Sodexho
Alliance is an unjust organization,
then we'll divest our connection to
them." JAC reached their conclusion. Concerned members of the
campus community are waiting to
see those results.
Will the administration uphold
However, unlike Student Senate, what they have said to students in
nothing was sent to The Newswire, the past or will XU continue fundnothing was 'inefilion'efffo the cam- · ing a company that profits from inpus community, and members of carceration?
- Brian Loewe
the JAC are not allowed to share
Class of '04
the results of their study.

"This campaign
culrninated in a sixday "Caged-in,
out, Speak-out"
where students stayed
outside President
Graha.m's office for
approximately 144
hours waiting on the
president's decision. "
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A plea with no cause
I was outraged with the recent
announcement that all freshmen
will now be known as first-year students.
When I first heard of ·the announcement, I believed it was a
joke, yet after seeing the actual
memo, I felt obliged to write my
opinion and that of every other
person I have contacted.
Most people agree with me this
is a ridiculous cause. Either people
are outraged with this negative
connotation or they do not really
care about being called a-freshman.
That student government would
take so much time to decide that
this phrase is gender-biased makes

me concerned student government
has nothing better to do with their
time than disagree with a national
university tradition of calling freshm<:!n "Freshmen."
If there were such a thing as the
Sheila Broflowski Award, this
school would win (this is a reference for those who watch South Park
on Comedy Central).
I am not alone in this observation. Many students, both male and
female, have either stated that they
think that this is a stupid idea, or
they truly do not care about being
called freshmen.
I beg the student body to let the
student government know we wish

them to take up more important
matters than what a few individuals think is gender-biased. Not that
I think that being politically correct is a bad thing, but this is going
too far.
Must we now refer to David
Letterman as David Letterperson?
That is an extreme example, but it
is the same in my opinion. I beg
anybody to disagree with me.
Call me anytime.
-Jeffrey Todd Ford
Class of '02
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Death penalty unacceptable
Witnesses of botched executions
. by lethal injection have reported
delays of up to half an hour or more
as the technicians search for an adequate vein, thrashing of the prisoner. against restraints and gruesome sounds as the prisoner suffers
a horrid, painful death.
And yet the death penalty is not
only legal in Ohio, but lethal injec~
tion is the only approved method
for the nearly 200 men on death row
in this state. So Ohio will once more
prepare for the state sponsored killing of John Byrd Jr., a man who may
be innocent, scheduled to die at l 0
a.m. on Tuesday, Feb. 19.
Since the death penalty was reinstated in.1976, over 758 people
have been executed. No one can be
certain how many of those people
were actually innocent of the crimes
they were killed for, but 99 people
have been exonerated and freed
from death row since 1973.
The United States continues
each year to be one of the leaders of

capital punishment in a world without capital punishment. .
where over 60 countries have alObviously, sentences of death
ready abandoned the death penalty do not deter criminals. Race has rec
as punishment (sourcf;!: Amnesty In- peatedly been cited as a factor in
ternational).
· the prosecution of death row in· Despite Jaw stating a person can- mates.
not be executed if reasonable
Numerous families of murder
doubt exists, the courts have de- victims have come together with
the organization
clined to issue a
stay for Byrd, ig- - - - - - - - - - - - - Murder Victims
noring twice ofFamilies for Recfered testimony
o n c i Ii at ion,
from his co-despreading their
fendan t under
message that the
death of another
oath admitting.
that Byrd did not
pers~n does· nol
murder Monte
bring closure or
Tewksbury.
restitution for the~
The usual ardeath of their
guments propoloved ones.
nents of the
To draw your ··
death penalty
own ·conclusions
give simply do not hold up. A New about capital punishment, please
York Times study found that over visit the non-partisan Web ·site of
the last 20 years homicide rates in the
De.ath
Penalty
states with the death penalty were lnformationCenter
at
48 to l 01 percent higher than states · www.deathpenaltyinfo.org.

"The United States
continues eachyear '
to be one ofthe
leaders ofcapital
punishment in the
world ... "

Simply p_ut, the death penalty is
cruel and unusual punishment and
we, as members of Students for Life
and Amni::sty International, express
our sympathy to the families of
Tewksbury, the victim, and Byrd.
We deplore this .additional loss.of
human life.
To show our protest of the execution of Byrd and our support for
the family of Tewksbury, Students
for Life and Amnesty International
will be holding a vigil on Feb. 18 ;,1s
from 6 p.m. - 6:30 p.m. on the resi- · lf~
dential mall. We want to encour- jn
1
age all stu4ents to attend and re- *~'
fleet upon the shared responsibility for this execution, which we, as
members of the community, shoulder. As students at a Catholic university, we should all hope for forgiveness and not retribution. As
Ghandi once said, "An eye for an
eye makes the world blind."
,,;'tr.;~~

- Students for Life and
Amnesty International
!Jl..-.~,:';'<l f,;.-,;;::v

'ticiifaH .

._-.,\f1. . k~':o;.1t~~i ~:;..-~~~, :4'"'\7~·).
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Left-handed discrimination ~l.1.~ll~t.1Ji.{$~l!:
CHAD RINK

Contributing Writer

Many people gave me some
feedback after my first article: ''Are
Canadians really that bad?"
"Reaganomics is evil." "Is this supposed to be humorous?" All these
people have one thing in common:
they are prejudiced against lefthanders.
I am a leftie, and it causes me
both joy and pain. It is a great feeling t~ be a part of a group that completely loves who they are, but must
als.o struggle simply to survive the
right-handed oppressor.
Slight digression: During my
freshman year, I competed in the
Freshman 4 x 4 Follies. When our
team was formed, we realized we
were all left-handed. Thus, our team
name became The Lefties. This is
only a small example ofleftie pride.

Let's return to the point of this
article. (Ha ha, that was a joke.
There is no point to this article.) It
is a widely known
fact southpaws
are considered to
6 '
be smarter than
their i•nferiorhanded counterpart. The only
t.

me

ugly black marks all over the edge the scissors jumped from my hand
of one's palm. I deduced this ink and flew at my eye. I thought I had
somehow seeps into a person's found the reason to these early •. '
bloodstream and deaths until I realized I completely
slowly kills them.
made up that story.
Then, I had a revelation. It was
However, even my
.
6 left-handed He- the only answer. I had uncovered
brew
w.riting . an underground right-handed plot.
friends died an I discovered lefties were being as1
early death.
sassinated before they could reach
old age. What happens when leftproblem.is lefties
I
moved
on
.to
11
J
'
nght-handed sc1s- ies become elderly? No one really
tend to die sooner
as well. I hav·e
sors. They seem knows, but I can only guess they
taken it upon my- .
like a safe and use- receive mutant powers.
self to uncover
ful instrument to
Now that I have discovered this
J
anyone who is secret war, all left-handers must
why this occurs.·
.
I started with
tright-handed, but unite. We must win this war. Some
the obvious: ink
"
to a leftie, they are people are just too important to die.
poisoning. Any.
instruments of The world just cannot exist wi~h
leftie knows the
death.
out fellow leftie, Keanu "I've Never
Christmas is Been In a Bad Movie" Reeves.
terrible problem
of having the left hand smudge always a deadly time for any leftie. · Most importantly, what about me?
over freshly written ink. It leads to I was cutting wrapping paper when

at~"

,., , 'stiidents\'&on;sidet·

(tac','~.~: '~~\\y
. •~. .''ffi''"\;ij~li~.~~th:~:~~~}~.:h.:~if.~~
µgt""' ..
C~, .
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<;ctne.~

'1t is a oreatfeelinCT
to be a part ofa
h
t
group at Comptetery
loves who the are .
but must also struggle
simply to survive the
h h
d
rzg.
anae
oppressor.

. Do you have something to say? If so, write us a letter!
Opednewswire@hotmail.com
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Q: Everyone tells me I'm a really nice guy, but I feel like all the
women I know are only interested
in me as a friend. I love having a
lot of femal~ friends, but i also
want something more. What can
I do to change this?
A: It sounds like all the women
think you are a wonderful person,
which is great, but they never want
anything more than a friendship,
which is disappointing. At this
point you may be thinking, you're
too nice for your own good, but
maybe you should approach this
problem from a different angle.
Instead of worrying about the
way you are acting around the
women you've long known as
friends, think about how you app~oach women upon first meeting
them. Women like confidence
(from what I've heard}, and a first
impression goes a long way. Try to
be assertive without going too far
and coming off as a jerk.
This sounds difficult, and it
is. But you'll have a lot cif opportunities to practice. Perhaps if you
don't come off as ·~ust looking for
a friend," women won't treat you as
merely a potential friend.
Whether you like it or not, you
have to be assertive, take chances
and ask the woman you are really
interested in out on dates. If you
approach the woman you would
like to date this way, you won't have
to worry about them misinterpreting your intentions. And if yciu
strike out a few times, you haven't
really lost anything .. At least you
won't regret never making a move.
In addition, start going to events
and places where you will be in
contact with new people. Just by
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being in contact with more women
on more occasions, you dramatically increase your chances of finding a good match, and you give
potential dating partners the opportunity to know you on more than
one level. Keep this in mind: you
can't find the right one for you if
you never meet her.
Finally, always be you. Even if
you are able to attract women by
being someone you aren't, you
won't be able to keep up the facade.
If somehow you succeed in maintaining the act, you will end up developing a relationship that only
meets the needs of your pseudoself, and disappointment will be
certain. You may be thinking my
advice to be more assertive directly
cO'ntradicts this point. However,
assertiveness doesn't have to mean
putting up a facade, it can simply
mean exposing your "nice guy"
personality to more people. Besides, most unassertive people
would not consider their lack of Ee
lli'I
assertiveness as being vital to their P
. ·!~1{~1i!i-t
identity and happiness.
,·still.
t-.:··.ff.i:FJ:'./,t.•·i~[).1.·;"'.!(t•~Nr1;_·t~~'.::1?;'Jf:'lJ~i/f~·~
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THE LOVE DOG IS BACK!
IF YOU HAVE A QUESTION
YOU WANT TO ASK THE LOVE
DOG ADDRESS ITTO
OPEDNEWSW/RF,@HOIMAILCOM

Offensive words abound
As this "freshman" debate rages
I think that to see a wbrd as comon and more people take sides, I mon as "freshman" and scream sex- .
feel like the person who originally ism is to have a sexist mind in the ,
complained may have something first place. Can you imagine all the
after all.
school teachers in the entire nation
As long as we live in such a po- scribbling out the word "history"
litically correct world that people and replacing it with "ourstory?"
It's not like our
will do anything - - - - - - - - - ·- - - and everything
mascot is the "InJOU
dians" and when
not to offend each
other, I've got
it gets changed
some complaints.
the rest of the
world won't give
First, the.term
"man-eater.'' t.
C
ahoot.Ifyouwant
What is that imto change "fresh6'
man" then let's
plying? That only
just change the
men get eaten .by
these animals
whole English
language. Bewhile women do
not? And what about "mandatory?" cause there's a hundred words that
It says "man," so by that I'm guess- can be sexist if you really want
them to be.
ing it's only obligatory for males.
While we're at it, how.about the
racist comments? The music genre
- Chuck Sambuchino
"doo-wop" is obviously a racist
Class of '03
comment towards Italians and
should be changed to "Doo-ltalian
American." Also, the other day I saw
a book by Walter Dean Myers entitled· "Where Does the Day Go?"
Hmmm ... day go?
I think it's
obvious.

.£'If
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want to
change 'freshman'
h l ,
h
en e_tS just ange
the_ whole Enulish
language. "
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Senate makes changes
Two weekends past was the an- capable of virtually doubling, simnual Winter Workshop for SGA. ply on the basis of administrative
Coming on board as ·a senator. in support.
the beginning of rny junior year, I
am pleased to announce senate is
finally taking on a new face and role
in the .Xavier community from
where it was just two years ago.
In years past, many people have
seen Student Senate as little more
than glorified moneylender, usurers.
Let me bring you up to speed.
Twonewprogramshaveentered
the arena. First is the Buddy Program. Each senator has been paired
up with an administrator of Xavier
University faculty, which will act
as a channel for senate to inject its
influence further in the Xavier population. All the big names are
The second program is the Menpresent: Chief Couch, Ron Slepitza, tor Program. Here, each senator has
Ava Fiebig, Luther Smith. You been paired up with four to "five
name them, we got them.
different clubs on campus to act as
For the first time, Senate is given a point of contact for direction,
a tie into Xavier University itself. funding and any additional assisNo longer do we have to settle with tance. If you find yourself the presiappealing for change, rather, we can dent of a club on this campus and
now, potentially, enact change. Fur- · do not know your senator mentor,
ther, we can now carry the concerns contact the senate office for further
of the average student to a place details.
where something can be done about
Also forming is a coalition beit, and our programming ability is . tw~en all the student governments

"Senate is.finally
taking on a newface
and role in the
Xavier communiry
from where it was
. two years ago. "
;ust

of the greater Cincinnati area.
Xavier is working with the University of Cincinnati and Northern
Kentucky University and other student governments in hopes of collaborating together on some large
projects that could perhaps get the
notice of the city itself.
This weekend was largely concerned with filing down the rough
edges and making Xavier and other
student governments capable of
working for you.
Look for open forums in the near
future, a place where the students
can go and simply voice his or her
opinion on anything he or she sees
as a positive or negative aspect in
this campus. Senators will be
present to answer or engage in dialogue with any that attend.
In short, we as senators want the
student body to know we not only
have the drive but now, more than
ever, have the ability to be your
voice on your campus.
- Kael Landry
Student Senate
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Fall 2002 Housing Available
I
Large 6 bedroom house
3 Bedroom Available
Very large 2 Bedrooms (if looking to economize, bedrooms are large enough to share)
Spacious I bedroom (also large enough to share)

Housing Features
Newly renovated
Off street parking
Laundry Facilities
Heat & Water paid in most
Safe & S~cured Buildings
All buildings are well maintained
Balconies' with great view and large front porches
Additional Storage
5 min. walk-to campus
Furnished apts also available

For addresses and prices please call 731-2800

~Mi

PROFESSIONAL ACTOR TRAINING
in New York or Hollywoo~ '\/0:

ASSOCIATION

SUNDAY, FEB. 24 - 7 PM
ARONOFF CENTER. - Procter 8" Gamble Nall
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The Cincinnati
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(513)241-SHOW
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W"c1axoSmithKline
PERFORMANCE SPONSOR
.
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OUTLETS (INCLUDING SELECT KROGER1:0CJ:lff1C>NS)
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A ·Bright Future Is Smobe Free

Calltbe
XU Tobacco Risk Reduction Program
at745-3599
tor infc>rmotion about smokin,:; or how t!; ouit

www.aada.org
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Waugh scores32in win
XU junior notches career-high in road victory at UMass
,i.

XU to retire jersey
Xavier will retire women's
basketball jersey number 32 in
honor of 1984 graduate Jo Ann
(Osterkamp) Henderson during a
ceremony at halftime of the
Xavier women's basketball game
against Duquesne on Feb. 22.
Osterkamp was the first basketball player in Xavier's history·
to total 2,000 career points; and
remains the all-time leading
scorer in the history of the Xavier
women's program with 2,036 career points.
Though three of her school
records were ~roken last season,
Osterkamp still holds six Xavier
records: career points (2,036),
career field goal attempts
(1,465), career field goals made .
(779), career free throw attempts
(593), career free throws made
(478) and consecutive doublefigure scoring games (48).
In 1989, Osterkamp was inducted into the Xavier University Athletic Hall of Fame.
This will be the first women's
basketball number to be retired
at Xavier. Osterkamp joins men's
basketball players Byron Larkin
(23) and Tyrone Hill (42) as the
only XU players to have their
numbers retired.

Inside the
Front Office
The Xavier sport management program has arranged an
Inside the Front Office Program
with the Indiana Pacers on Saturday, Feb. 23 in which students
will spend a day learning about
· the different aspects of a professional sports franchise.
The.Pacers have rented a bus
for the transportation of Xavier
students to Conseco Fieldhouse
in Indianapolis. The entire day
costs $85 and includes the bus.
trip, lunch and a ticket to that
evening's Pacers/Clippers game.
This program is open to all
XU students, but space is limited. For more information, contact Dr. Doug Olberding at 7451085.

WCET48to
broadcast XU
women's b-ball
On Sunday, Feb. I 0, WCET48
will broadcast its first-ever
women's basketball game when
XU plays Temple at the Cintas
Center at 2 p.m.
ESPN's Betsy Ross and XU
alum Nicole Levandusky will
broadcast the game. Ross and
Levandusky .have teamed up to
broadcast the games for WVXU
radio this season.

Men's soccer
tryouts
Head coach Jack Hermans
will be holding men's soccer tryouts for next season for full-time
XU students Feb. 19-22. Interested students must contact
Hermaiis at 745-3879 to participate. ·:11:

pose of the Musketeers. Rhode Island had three players in double digThe women's basketball team its led by Yatar Kuyateh who scored .
played two road games this past 23 points. ,Hilary Goodrich added
week and went 1-1 in the process. 18 and Dragana Banjac chipped in
The Musketeers traveled to · 15.
Junior Reetta Piipari's 18 points
Rhode Island last Thursday and ·
lost 70-58. The~ on Saturday they led the way for Xavier. And in her
played at Massachusetts and first of two very fine performances
earned their first Atlantic 10 road this past week, Waugh scored 18
win with a 68-55 victory over the points, dished out eight assists and
Minutewomen behind 32 points had a career-high five steals.
from junior Amy Waugh.
By going I - I this past week, .
XAVIER 68, UMASS 55
the Musketeers moved their
Looking for their first road win
record to 8-14 overall and 3-7 in since their season opener, the MustheA-10.
keteers were determined to beat the.
Minutewomen this past Saturday ..
Thanks in large part to Waugh's
RHODE ISLAND 70, XU 58
Xavier traveled to Rhode Is- career-high 32-point night, they
land last Thursday and left with were finally able to earn a road win.
Waugh's 32 points came off a 9their eighth consecutive road loss
14 shooting performance from the
this season.
After the first six minutes of the field, including 6-9 from three-point
game, the score was tied at 13-13 range, while going 8-8 from the freeand that's when the Rams went on throw line.
Xavier made four three-pointers
a 22-4 run which enabled them to
take a commanding 35-22 lead at in the opening minutes and took an
early 18-9 lead. They took 31-21
the half.
The 13-point deficit was too lead at the half and would never look
much for the Musketeers to over- back.
Xavier went lip by as many as 21
come in the second half and was
made even tougher thanks to bet- in the second half; However, UMass
ter than 60 percent shooting by got to within 12 points after a 15-6
run with five minutes left to play.
the Rams.
Credit the Musketeers for not Xavier did not score a field goal in.
giving up though, they used a 15- the final 6:44 of the game but went
·2 run near the end of the game to 11-14 from the charity stripe to claim
cut the margin to 10 with 1:20 to the 68-55 victory.
XU started an entirely new
play.
The Rams shot 54.9 percent frontcourt against UMass. Sopho-.
from the field for the game to dis- more Aida Sarajlija made her first
BY SEAN O'BRIEN
Asst. Sports Editor

NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY DEVIN MATHIS

Junior Amy Waugh averaged 25.0 points last week as XU fell to
Rhode Island before beating UMass. Waugh is now fifth in the
A-10 in scoring at 14.9 ppg, one spot ahead of teammate Kate
Kreager, who is averaging 14.4 ppg.
start since November and tied her
career-high with 12 points. Junior
Colleen Yukes made her first-ever
start and led the Musketeers in rebounding with a career-high six.

But it was Waugh's career night
that was mainly responsible for
helping the Musketeers end their
eight-game road losing skid.

Friday, Feb. 15, 7 p.m.
Gola Arena

Sunday, Feb. 17, noon
Smith Center

Xavier faces La Salle for the
second time this season after
pounding the Explorers, 8264, in their first meeting.
Winless La Salle provides XU
with a chance for its second
straight road win. XU leads
·
the series, 12-6.

The undefeated Colonials
had little trouble with XU last
month, and it will take all of
XU's strength to hang with the
cor:iference leaders. Cathy
Joens has won the last. two
Player-of-the-Week awards.
GW leads the series, 9-7.

St. Joseph's
Hawks
(16-5,7-3)
Friday 7 p.m.
Cintas Center

XU begins a two-game
homestand against the best ·
of the East as seven-time
Player-of-the-Week Susan
Moran brings the Hawks to
town. XU has won the last
three meetings, but SJU leads
the series, 5-4.

I

Sunday 2 p.m.
. Cintas Center

Temple's win last night over
St. Joe's vaulted the Owls to
the top of the East Division.
Temple has struggled on the
road, going just 4-& away
from the Liacouras Center. XU
has won the last four meetings and leads the series, 6-1.

GAME
of the

On Tap

Friday, Feb. 8

Saturday, Feb. 9

Friday, Feb. 15

•Swimming vs. Toledo
at 5 p.m.

•Women's tennis vs. Akron at 3
p.m.

•Women's basketball vs. La
Salle at 7 p.m.

•Women's basketball vs.
St Joseph's at 7 p.m.

•Men's basketball vs. St.
Bonaventure at 7 p.m.

Saturday, Feb. 16

Saturday, Feb. 9

Sunday, Feb. 10

• Rifle hosts NCAA
Qualifier/NRA Sectional vs.
West Virginia and
Morehead State
ate a.m.

•Women's basketball vs. Temple
at 2 p.m.

Home basketball games take
place at Cintas Center.

Thusday Feb. 14

Home rifle meets take place at
Walsh Rifle Range
in the Armory

•Men's basketball vs. George
Washington at 7:30 p.m.

•Men's basketball vs.
St Joseph's at 8 p.m.

Home games are in bold.

WEEK

RIFLE IN NCAA QUALIFIER
Saturday, Feb. 9,
at 8 a.m. at Walsh Rifle
Range
In case you haven't noticed,
and judging from the attendance figures, you probably
haven't, but XU's rifle team is
ranked No. 2 in the nation and
is a serious contender for this
season's national championship. The team will be shooting all morning so don't be intimidated by the early start
time. Your presence will be
appreciated at any time.
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Muskies fight by Richmond
Muskies own nation's longest winning streak at 12 games
BY JOE ANGOLIA AND
MATT MILLER
Sports Writers

With Cincinnati and Utah falling in the past few days, the men's
basketball team now holds the longest active winnfog streak in tlie na~
tion after coasting past D~quesne
and knocking out Richmond.
The winners of 12 straight, the
Musketeers are threatening the
school record of 15 in a row, set during the 1987~88 season .. But the
road to the record is far from easy, as
Xavier will have to prevail over
some of the toughest teams in the
Atlantic 10 to achieve the feat.
Despite owning the school's bestever start in conference play, at 9-0,
some of the hardest games are yet to
come.·
After a road trip to St.
Bonaventure, the Muskies return
home to face the always formidable
Colonials before welcoming St.
Joe's. If they survive that stretch
with the streak intact, they will have
to break the record in Philadelphia
against Temple.
Despite their 17-3 ·record, the
Musketeers still find themselves on
the verge of the top25. Ranked 27th
in this week's ESPN/USA TODAY
poll and 31st in the Associated
Press' poll 1 Xavier did move up a
spot in the RPI rankings to No. 22.

· XAVIER 79, DUQUESNE 65
As is often the case, sophomore
Romain Sato got things rolling for
the M.usketeers by· opening last
Wednesday's game with a thr_ee. pointer. It would be the first of seven
threes XU's sharp-shooting guard
would hit on the night despite a boxand~one defense focused on stopping him.
·
"We just felt that we couldn't
match up with them man-to-man: We
had to do something. So pick your
poison, let Sato shoot threes or· let
West get dtinks underneath;" said
Duquesne coach Danny Nee.

Sato, one of four Musketeers to
score in double figures, paced XU
with a game-high 23 points on the
strength of 7-10 shooting from
do-wntown.
"He's on fire. He's. shooting the
ball extremely well right now," said
senior Kevin Frey. ''It gives us a great
·second option other than Dave, an,d
right now I don't even know if you
can consider him the second opti on."
Early scoring from Frey andjun.. ior David West helped the Muskies
take a 24-14 lead with under 10 minutes left in the first half.
Frey gave XU a boost with. 13
. points and .,nine rebounds on the
night, with nine points coming in
the first haif. His ninth point of the
half, ajumperfr:om the corner, made
him XU's 39th playc:r to reach the
1,000-point milestone.
"That's a gr.eat honor for me and
I'm happy to get it,'' said Frey. "I'in
really more concerne.d with winning
games though."·
·
The undersized and overmatched
Dukes never threatened as Xavier
built their 11-poirit halftime lead,
42-31, to as many as 23 at one point,
67-44, following a tip-in from freshman Keith Jackson.
The Xmen benefitted from a solid
shooting night (45.5 percent), rebounding advantage (44-32) and 30
trips to the free-throw line, where
they connected on 19 of their. attempts.
West, held to 11 points on ·3~9
shooting, made up for it elsewhere
by grabbing 13 boards and swatting
six shots.
"They're a. nasty combination
[Sato and West], those two young
men are very good basketball play~
ers and they're surrounded by quality players," said Nee. "Frey is the
perfect blender, he's that big enforcer
that doesn't worry about scoring."
Junior Dave Young rounded out
XU's double-digit scoring by chipping in 12 points, thanks to a 7-7

night from the free-throw line.

XAVIER 67, RICHMOND 64
The Muskies slipped out of
Richmond .on Saturday night
with a hard-fought, emotional
victory. The win was marred by a
scuffle between the teams in the
hallway after the game.
West and Sato led the team
with 19 points apiece as XU rallied from a 16-point deficit with
15:54 to play to take a three and
a half game lead in the West Division over Dayton and Richmond.
'·
A three-pointer by UR's Mike
Skrocki p~t the Spid~rs up 60-45
with 11 :58 to play in the game.
XU appeared on the ropes a
minute Jater, but Skrocki couldn't
connect on another three-pointer
that may have ended XU's
chances.
The Muskies took advantage
of Richmond's failure to close
them out by responding with a
22-4 run to close out the game
and keep XU unbeaten in the Atlantic 10.
The run began with eight
straight Xavier points as Jackson
scored on a tip-in, West hit two
free throws and made a basket and
then Sato put in a bucket, forcing
UR head coach John Beilein to
take a timeout.
A, Skrocki la~up after the
timeout put the Spiders back up
nine, but then both teams hit a
drought as neither team scored a
point over the next 3:28.
During the dry spell, XU turned
the ball over six times during a
span of seven possessions, includ~
ing four . by guard Lionel
Chalmers.
·
After his last turnover on a
drive through the lane, Chalmers
had some words for one of the referees, beiieving he had been
fouled. The referee disagreed a:nd
gave the junior a technical foul,

No. 2 Rifle beats· OSU
BY MATT MILLER
Sports Editor

day. Her scores of 385 in the stand~
ing pos.ition, 1, 170 for small bore
and a combined total of 1,555 are
all the best of her career.
The Musketeers will return to
action at home on Saturday against
West Virginia and Morehead State
in the NCAA Qualifying Match.

Xavier freshman Hannah Kerr set
two school records as the No. 2ranked Musketeer rifle team beat
Ohio State 6,208-6,040 on Saturday.
Kerr broke her own record in
shooting a combined score of I, 188
in smallbore.
Her small bore effort was aided by
Swimming
a record score in the kneeling position. Kerr's 40 shots kneeling score
Sophomore Angie Hinrichs led
of 400 with 32 center shots breaks the y/ay for the women's team as she
the school record that 2000 Sydney . placed first in five events. During
Olympian Jason Parker set on Oct. the morning meet, Hinrichs placed
15, 1994.
fi,rst in the 200.freestyle (l :57), first
Kerr's scoring led Xavier to a in the 100 freestyle (53.77), and was
4,659-4,524
adv~mtage
in part of the 200· medley relay squad
smallbore. Junior Thrine Kane added · that finished fourth (I :55).
1,163 in smallbore and Junior Joe·
In the afternoon, Hinrichs started
Fitzgibbon shot a 1,161.
. off with a first place finish in the 400
Kane led Xavier with a 392 as medley relay (4: l~), took first in the
the Musketeers outscored OSU 200 IM (2: 13), and finished the day
l ,549-1,516 in air rifle. Kerr added ··· as the 400 free relay team finished
a 388 and Fitzgibbon shot a 384.
first (3:50).
Sophomore Sivan Barazani reSophomore Brittany Kessler also
corded three personal bests on the had a strong showing for the Mus-

keteers against the Jaguars.
Kessler finished first in the 200
freestyle (2:01), first in the 500
freestyle (5:23), and was a part of
the 400 freestyle relay B that finished second (4:02) to Xavier A.
Freshman Matt Young led the
way for the men as he placed first
in four events. In the morning portion of the meet, Young finished
first in the 400 IM with a season
best time of 4:07 and finished second in the 500 freestyle with a
· season best time of 4:49.
In the meet vs. IUPUI, Young
began with a first place finish in
the 400 medley relay (3:41), fin. ished first in the 200 IM (1 :58),
and finished up strong as he
placed second in the 200 backstroke ( 1:58).
Xavier will return to the pool
on Friday, Feb. 8 at 5 p.m. The
Musketeers travel to Toledo to
take on the Rockets for the final
meet of the regular season.
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Freshman Jaison Williams contributed five points and three
assists during the final ·five minutes of XU's come~from-behind .
victory at Richmond. With the win, the Muskies ran their win
streak to 12 games, the nation's longest winning streak.
Chalmers' fourth personal foul of backup point guard had not yet
seen any action in the game, but
the game.
Xavier head coach Thad Matta his play: did. not reflect . it
After UR missed both technical
immediately pulledhis point guard·
from the game and replaced him
See Men, page 12
with freshman Jaison Williams. The
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Greer lights up Fordham, SJU
BY MATT MILLER
Sports Editor

Temple guard Lynn Greer
picked up Player~of-the-Weekhon
ors after averaging 38.5 ppg In two
TU wins. It was Greer's second
weekly honor.of the season;·. _ .
Against Fordham, the senior
guard blew up for 43 points in an
easy win over the Rams. It marked
his second 40-point performance of
the season, but just the sixth in .
school history.
Against East Division leader St.
Joe's, Greer wentfor 34 points, in- ·
eluding an A-10 record 18-18 from
the foul line, as the Owls handed
the Hawks their first conference
loss. Greer also had five assists in
thegame. _
Massachusetts sophomore Anthony Anderson·. won Rookie-ofthe-Week honors after averaging
18.5 ppg, 2.5 rpg·and 2.0 apg.
. The 5-11 point guard scored a
career-high 20 points and handed
out four assists against Dayton; He

,(ti ,,wasfi1m

11~~
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followed that up with 17 points
against Rhode .Island.
Anderson. played 67 minutes
this week at the point guard position without committing a turnover.
Anderson sat out last season because of academic problems.
A pair of repeat winners highlight the women's weekly awards.
George Washington's Cathy Joens
picked up her third Player-of-theWeek honor while freshinan Stefanie Collins of St. Bonaventure
won her ·second consecutive
Rookie-of-the-Week award, third of
the season.
~
Last week's co-Player-of-theWeek honoree, Joens won the sole
· award this week· after averaging
22.5 ppg and:""/ .0 rpg in leading GW
to a pair of narrow victories.
Joens scored a career-high 27
points against SBU as the 5-11 junior single-handedly kept GW in the
game with an 8-0 run to take the
· lead in the first half and then scoring six straight points late in the
second half to tie the game.
·
Joens also added 10 assists, six
steals and two blocks on the week.

Collins led the Bonnies with 19
points and added severi rebounds
during their upset bid of GW. She
has now led the team in scoring in
three' of the last five games.
· At 10.6 ppg, Collins is the Ai O's top freshman scorer and is second on SBU.

PHOTO COURrESY OF TEMPLE SID

Temple guard Lynn Greer attained his second 40-point game of
the season when he dropped 43 points on Fordham and then
followed up that performance with a 34-point effort in an upset
win against St Joe's. His weekly average of 38.5 ppg propelled
Greerto second place in the league's scoring race.

Men: Muskies take 8-1 road record to SBU's Reilly Center
continued from· page 11

free throws and failed to score on
their possession, Jackson scored off
an assist from Williams to cut the
lead to 62-55.
Senior Kevin Frey stole the ball
on the next possession and was intention ally fouled on the
breakaway. Frey split the pair, but
XU recovered the rebound and Williams hit a deep three to cut the lead
to 62-59.
On the next possession, Jackson
scored on a driving layup. to cut
the deficit to one; bringing a hQsh
over the announced crowd of 8_,014
at the Robins Center, by far the
arena's largest crowd of the season.
With two· minutes remaining,
Jackson was fouled and he also split
the free throws, but the rebound was
tapped back out to him.
.
Williams then found West µnderneath for a layup and turned his
steal on the next possession into
an easy layup and a sudden fourpoint Muskie lead with 1: 14 to play.
Over the final five minutes, Williams scored five points and dished
out three assists as XU outscored
Richmond 12-2 with Williams at
the point.

An XU lead with over a minute
to play had not been foreseeable in
the first half as the· Spiders shot a
blistering .593 (16-27) from the
field in the first half in building a
44-33 lead.
Richmond could do no wrong
for the game's first 30 minutes. Up
to that point, UR had made 22-37
field goals, including 8-14 threepointers.

The talk after the game wasn't
about UR's early dominance or
XU's incredible comeback, but
about a scuffle that occurred between the teams in a hallway leading to the teams' locker rooms.
UR players were apparently upset with Xavier's celebration after
the win, and a fight broke out. De~ails of the melee are still being
sorted out.

As the final horn sounded, XU Miller told the Richmond Timesplayers ran on the court and began Dispatch.
Throughout the game, the stutaunting the "Richmond Rowdies,"
the school's student section. Sev- dents had been relentlessly hounderal players crossed their arms in ing XU players and staff with
the shape of an "X" as security at- · chants and obscene gestures. UR
tempted to restrain the raging stu- students said afterward this was the
dent section.
most unruly and rambunctious
"Taunting our fans embarrasses crowd of the season.
me and I hope it embarrasses the Al O," Richmond athletic director Jim

Men's upcoming games
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St. Bonaventure
Bonni es
(13-7, 5~4}

Saturday 7 p.m.
Reilly Center
After winning before a rowdy crowd in
Richmond, XU heads to Olean, N.Y., home
of one of the most difficult venues for
visitors to win. The Bonnies lead the nation in three-pointers made at l 0.9 per
game. SBU's backcourt of J.R. Bremer and
Marques Green is arguably the best in the
conference. SBU leads series, 14-13.

Geo. Wash.
Colonials
(10-11, 3-7}
Thursday, Feb. 14, 7:30 p.m.
Cintas Center
GW comes to town for a return visit after
Xavier took care of the Colonials in D.C. last
month. Including that game, GW has
i:lropped six games in a row and fallen
from the West Division race. Guard Chris
Monroe remains the team's only serious
offensive threat, averaging 21.9 ppg. XU
leads the series, 11-7.
·

St. Joseph's
Hawks
(13-7, 7-1}
Saturday, Feb. 16, 7:30 p.m.
Cintas Center
XU faces another one of the A-1 O's
top backcourts as East Division leader St.
Joe's visits. The Hawks, ranked No. 9 in
some preseason polls, have been a
major disappointment this season. At
No. 76 in the RPI, SJU remains one of
XU's last chances to pick up a quality
win. SJU leads the series, 14-8.
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The Jenfor Leyacq fund Kickoff
Your $25 gift includes:
Admiss!on to the se~ior Mardi Gras PaftY
· • One dnnk and appetizers
• .A commemorative pint glass •
•
• A personalized brick. on. the residential mall
• Membership in the senior legacy fund

The Brick
~ard bar·. .•
,
2038 ffiadHOD Road
O'B(IJODVille

··

1DIII
Transportation:
Shuttle buses run from the
bottom of the residential mall
beginning at 8:45 p.m.

·D()~-, t
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Build a Legacy;_Brick by Brick The senior legacy fund
helps incoming students get as great.an education-and maybe
have as much fun-as you did. By contributing $100, spread
over four years, you can make this happen. And the best part
is, attending the Mardi Gras Party counts as your first donation.

The Writing Center:
.Jt's like a dentist for your paper, without
all the discomfort.
We're located in Alter B-12. Come see us Mon. thru Thurs.
9:30 a.m. to 8:30 p~m.., Fri. 9:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m., and· sun .
. 1to9 p.m. Call us at 745-2875 or visit us on the internet at
www.xu.edu/writing_center. Come see us!
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Survival at its finest
T'"'E LATEST MUSEUM CENTER EXHIBIT SHOWCASES THE GREATEST SURVIVAL STQRY EVER
BY MIKE KOHLBECKER

Let's see a play
The Cincinnati Conservatory
of Music presents the play "Six
Characters In Search of an Author"
by Luigi Pirandello.
Performances are Feb. 14-16.
The performances on Thursday
and Friday are at 8 p.m. and the
performances on Saturday are 2:30
p.m. and 8 p.m. Admission is free,
although there is limited seating.
For reservations, call 556-4183 beginning Feb. 11.

Scenes from America
The Dayton Art Institute would ·
like to announce their new exhibit
"Scenes From American Life: Treasures from the Smithsonian Ameri.:
can Art Museum."
The exhibition highlights American painting from New York during
the '20s through the Great Depression.
The exhibit is open until March
24. Student tickets are $5.

CSOupdate
. The Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra will be under the direction
of Jesus Lopez-Cobos. They will
play Tchaikovsky's "Piano Con-·
certo No. 1" which will feature the
guest pianist Barry Douglas.
The concert is Feb. 15at11 a.m.
and Feb. 16 at 8 p.m.

The photographs are less of a
Diversions Editor
documentation of the horrific conIn 1914, British explorer Sir ditions and more of a tribute to the
Ernest Shackleton posted a sign to resiliance of human spirit. Photos
recruit crewmen for his expedition of the men playing football on the
·across Antarctica. It read:
ice and playing with the dogs
"Men wanted for hazardous jour- onboard are mixed with beautiful
ney. Small wages. Bitter cold. Long shots of tht< desolate scenery.
months of complete darkness. ConSo striking is the exhibit that
stant danger. Safe return doubtfuL one can't help_ but think, "Can you
Honour and recognition in case of even imagine wh~t that would've
success."
been like?"
In November of 1914, The EnThe exhibit also features a scale
durance arrived at the last outpost model of the James Caird lifeboat,
of civilization en route to Antarc- . which for more than two weeks cartica with 27 men onboard. Unfor- ried six men through a hurricane
tunately, the posting forgot to in- from the uninhabited Elephant Isclude "starvation, dehydration, ex- land back to South ·Georgia Island.
haustio~ and mental anguish." NoThe real gem of the exhibit is
body counted on The Endurance the Onmimax film. Narrated by
getting trapped and crushed in the Kevin Spacey, it documents the adice. The men were stranded in the venture using original photographs
and footage as well.as recreated exsouth pole for _two whole years.
Shackleton 's adventure in the periences with an Omnimax film. ·
South Pole has become known as crew.
one of the greatest survival stories
The Omnimax format is pei:fect
ever. The crew's death-defying ·for capturing the pristine beauty of
struggles are the focus of the latest Antarctica (it was filmed on locaexhibit at the Cincinnati Museum .ti on). Viewers gaze up five stories
Center, "Shackelton 's Antarctic to the dome of the Omnimax as it
Adventure." The exhibit consists of engulfs viewers in both the beauty·
an Omnimax film coupled with a · and terror of "Shackleton's Antarcgallery of photos taken by crew tic Adventure."
member and photographer Frank
Those who are unfamiliar with
Hurley.
this historical tale of survival
Hurley's dedication to his art was should no doubt experience the exadmirable. He and Shackleton swam hibit and film. Much wonder and
through sub-zero waters to rescue amazement will follow. After all, it
120 glass photographic plates is one of the greatest survival stomany of which are critical to the ries of all time.
exhibit.

"Shackleton's Antarctic Ad- senior citizens and $6.50 for chilventure" exhibit and Omnimax dren ages 3-12.
film are· at the Cincinnati History
A combination ticket is availMuseum and the Robert I>. Lindner able for the film and exhibit and is
Family Omnimax Theatre at the· priced at $9.50 for adults, $850 for
senior citizens and $6.50 for chilCincinnati Museum Center.
The exhibit is open through dren ages 3-12.
. Tickets can be purchased "in adMay 12, Monday through Saturday
from l 0 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Sunday from vance for the exhibit or film by call11 a.m. to 6 p.m. The Omnimax film ing 287-7001 or visiting the Cin· runs through May 24. Contact the cinnati Museum Center's Box OfMuseum Center at 287-7000 for fice.
For more information, call 287showtimes.
· The exhibit is free with admis- 7000 or visit the Web site at
sion into the Cincinnati History . www.cincymuseum.org.
Museum. Museum admission is
$6.75 for adults, $5.75 for senior
c_itizens and $4.75 for children ages
3-12.
Admission into the Omnimax
film is $9.50 for adults, $8.50 for

Dayton Art Institute's newest exhibit "Exploring the Human Body
in Art" opens in February. The
exhbit focuses on three themes: the
human figure as a story-telling element, the human figure interpreted,
and the human figure in motion. ·
Admission is free and the exhibit
runs through Feb. 9, 2003.

'Men on the Take'
Cincinnati Playhouse in the
·Park is giving a performance of
"Men on the Take" by Carter W.
Lewis.
The play is Feb. 14 at 8 p.m. in
the Thompson Shelterhouse Theatre. RSVP by Feb. 8 at 421-3888.

Antigoni Goni will perform for
the Xavier Classical Guitar Series
on Feb. 17 at 2:30 p.m. in the Cincinnati Art Museum Theatre. Tickets are $12. For more information,
call 745-3161.

Shackleton and his ship, The EIJdurance, which was crushed by
floating ice less than a day's travel away from Antarctica. The
adventure is documented at the Museum Center this month.

The Info

Dayton Art Institute

Xavier guitar series

PHOTO COURTESY OF CINCINNATI MUSEUM CENTER

New Releases
Thursday, Feb. 7
New Releases are unavailable this week. Consult your favorite CD
shop for more information on newly released C~s.

Sevendlist
@Bogart's

Sunday, Feb. 10
. Dark Star Orchestra
@Bogart's

Saturday, Feb. 9

Wednesdqy, Feb. 13

Party of Helicopters
@ American Legion Hall

Smokey Robinson
@ Taft Theatre .
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Happy ·birthday, it's· a girl
NICOLE KIDMAN TAKES THE CAKE IN HER QUIRKY NEW FILM
-

.

.

BY COLIN MCDERMOTT
bride home, and proceeds to leave three's company and four's a crowd, . tifully shot and has a good score.
Contributing Writer .
the mail-order agency numerous ·with· John the English~speaking
An original film, "Birthday
outcast.
Shortly
after,
this
is
where
Girl,"
is still reminiscent of other
Nicole Kidman is on a roll. She voicemails about his dissatisfacworks.
It follows the same arc of
the film takes aturn into thriller
won a Golderi Globe for her por- tion.
~ray al of a voluptuous courtesan in
Apparently no deposit, no return territory when John realizes every- 1986's "Something Wild" with wild
girl Melanie Griffith kidnapping
"Moulin Rouge," and had a sleeper is Nadia's philosophy. Unwilling.to thing is not as it seems:
"Birthday Girl'.' maintains its mild~mannered business man Jeff
hit playing a strict and fearless be refm1ded, Nadia determi'nes if
. mother in "The Others." Skeptics · she cannot win John over with her edge as it becomes a· thriller, but Daniels, turning from comedy into
be.damned. In "Birthday Girl,'~ she oral co~munication skills, she'll the humor is darker in the second terror. Also, Angeli.na Jolie played
now convincingly plays a Russian win him over with her other skills: half. The film offers many twists as the mail-order bride who had ne· mail-order bride, and speaks fluent · While John is at work, Nadia 'un- it continues. Some are moderately farious tricks up her garter in "OrigiRussian to boot.
covers his stash of pornography, in- predictable,· as the trailers clue us nal Sin," although in "Birthday ·
We are introduced to mousy, · eluding the whimsically. titled in on.it's thriller nature, but for the Girl" the laughs are intentional.
· ·sor_ry,
mild-mannered, English banker "Hog-Tied Bitches,'~ and promptly most .part are
Angelina.
.. John Buckingham (Ben Chapl~n, jumps him when he returns home often surprisIt is the cast"Lost Souls"), who believes it quite · from work and brings his not mild- ing and amusing, though,
ingly slapstick.
reasonable to order a Russian mail- mannered fantasies to life.
that makes the
After discovering this new side For one, the
order brid~ via the Internet, as he
"Birthday
has not had much luck with the la- of Nadia, John has reconsidered his fis.tfight ·be. Girl" worth
dies'. In fact, the Web site is titled position and decides to keep her. tween Kidman
watching. Be"From Russia With Love" in one of The film has a truly amusing, heart- and Chaplin is
ing French,
the film's first examples of its warming feelto it as this odd couple u:nforgettable.
quirky sense of humor.
works toward understanding. It
The film is
Kassovitz and
- Cassel are un. When our hapless protagonist starts off as a romantic comedy, but directed ·by Jez
. goes to the airport to claim his prize, then things take a turn on the fate- Butterworth
likely choices
she shows up in the form ofa sultry, . ful night when it becomes Nadia's ("Mojo") and
for Russians,
dark-haired Nadia, played by birthday.
co-written with his brother Tom. but it is their foreignness to Ameri. Kidman. To top it off, the only word
To John's chagrin, Nadia's two Butterworth knew exactly what he can audiences that help us believe
. of English she speaks is "Yes." Al- cousins, Yuri and Alexei (Matheiu was doing with his film: its tone their performances. This film would
though this may sound like the any Kassovitz and Vincent Cassel, two and demented sense of humor are sink if too many recognizable acman's fantasy, it is not John's. He French actors playing Russians), consistent throughout its premedi- tors played such thickly-accented
takes his chain-smoking, nauseous ·arrive to celebrate. In this case, tated twists. In addition, i,t is beau- parts ..
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The Strokes
ls This It
(RCA)

Rock that strokes you the.
wrong way... geiit?
The Strokes could be compared
to Lenny Kravitz witll their musical tastes. People constantly criticize Kravitz because he takes so
much of his influence from older
music. The Strokes do the same
thing on their new album ls This It.
They mix a lot ofdifferent types of
'70's rock together for a new, yet
unoriginal sound. Just like Lenny,
they do it very well.
Their songs carry an energy that
is lacking in most of today's rock.
They thrash their guitars while
Julian Casablancas sings about his
youth. The band has a real thirst
for life though that comes out in
their music.
The bassist and drummer lay
down a constant chunking back- ·
ground. All the songs sound the
same at first, since this chunking is
constant in all of them, but then
the guitarists, Nick Valensi and
Albert Hammond Jr., begin their
bantering back and forth. They add
a little bit to each song, which

Chaplin perfects ~he puppy dog
shy guy he originated in ''The Trlitll
About Cats and Dogs." Plus, the
audience relishes how he takes
matters into his own hands, aban- ·
doning his mild-mannered ways to
become darfog and adventurous.
Kidman, it seems, can do no
wrong. Her accent is wholly convincing, and sheraises her star status to the versatility of Meryl
Streep. Within a year, Kidman has
assumed three completely different
roles, playing warm, tllen cold, and
now bittersweet. Audiences used to
seeing an ice maiden with the looks
of a bombshell will be surprised to
see how she conveys Nadia's emotions through nuance and body language, and don't worry, at some
point she does speak English.
Audiences could probably go
without seeing "Birthday Girl," but
it is truly worth watching because
of Kidman and Chaplin. Their
chemistry is fascinating; at first
awkward and apprehensive, then .
having to rely on each other while
they despise the other, and finally
desperate and infatuated with each
other. But that's the surprise of
"Birthday Girl."

E A'R

makes the songs distinguishable from each o·ther.
·Th~. iyrics are well thought
out and mix well with the band.
Casablancas sings in a way that
makes his voice. just another
member of the band. He sings
it so nonchalantly that you get
the feeling that if you wanted
to listen to .him singing, that's
OK, but he'd rather you take in
the band as a whole and not just
him.
The entire band plays like
this. You can sit there and listen to an individual instrument,
or that instrument matched with
the rest of the band. It's all fun
and enjoyable to hear.
The album does start to.
grow tiresome after the third or
fourth spin. Each song sounds
a little monotonous after a wl,tile
and the half dozen notes
Casablancas sings get a little
tiresome.
You could listen to the album while only listening to the
guitarist or only the vocalist,
but you could only do that
once. Individually they aren't
that complex of musicians. As
. a band, they're good to listen to
a few times, and as individuals
they're good to listen to once,
maybe twice if you didn't pay
that much attention the first
time.
-Dan Cox,
Diversions Editor
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.Superbowl Party
u y M K s· .K N s T H u· s

I B E p J

C W--D Q 0 S R Q W I V C C N K x· C B S J
KEWSIQZWDGFTJTFQYEFU
S Y N K J 1· Z .E I 0 V A T V P A K F W Z

LBNDNWLDHDEENHKOYBHV
TKBQZI IBTTRVXSTROIAE
FJRNNORWNO.GDHFZCMLND
MN WE L W N WW H RYU Z .I F PW CZ
GWUGATY.EFRHMYDPVASOF
0 0 H. A W T V H W V ·B A E Z D V P I A C
VD H U D·D L E G L T B L L N I Z MC J
ZHBVOMTSETOTBFHWAJHJ
YCMCOGPQSWPTNCTEB.ZNQ
R U AG J YG XG V V N P F T I S S J J
POSYEUAWXWMGOPEQMGMR
P.TRLUCFLHAMBURGEREQS
ZSYNOAYEPPHRGD6EFFJZ
UXKBQDNNAECIUMPIDHGI
x·RIMZYJAVKRJJQFENSZN
QFQLUHO~MQGKH~SUPLOS
Collegiate Prcsswirc - 1\'eit•s .Students Use ·
"
hit p ://www .cpwirc.com
. ·

Chips
CoachDip
End Zone

Fan

Fumble·
Halftime
Hamburger
Hot Dog
Huddle

Pool
Replay
Sideline
Team·
Touchdown
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As I sit here staring blankly into
this typewriter of a computer
By Dan Arbeznik To place
whi:h,cytteway,has to predate .
the Apple II E), I am once again
Modern English? Or is that just
stumped by the weekly question:
one hell of a band? .
who will Calendar Girl be? Now, if
St. Vincent de Paul Society or
anyone here at Xavier had actuHeaven's Gate? You be the
ally turned in a picture, maybe I
judge. Well, whoever they are,
could use a real person. Maybe
you can find their secret meeting
the lack of submissions is because
in the Dorothy Day House today
most cif you don't know how to
at 8:30 p.m. Cookies and Koolget the picture to me. If that's the
. Aid will be served for all. Just in
case, just follow your nose. That
case though, I'd keep my hands
dorm with the sweet smelling
off the Kool-Aid.
·
aroma mixed with Febreeze in the
Multi-Cultural Affairs is spon- ·
lobby is mine. With a smell like
- soring a presentation by Dr.
that, it's no wonder Fr. Bis happy
James· Loewen today in the
all the time. Now, it does occur to
Kelley Auditorium at5:30 p.m.
me that sonie of you haven't
· Come find out what it's about
turned in a picture because you
because I don't have a clue.
think Calendar City is a joke. Well
... you're right. But you would
make my job a whole lot easier.
Until then, you are just gonna have
February 7
to live with fictional characters.
You· know, I think the world
Today is National Ballet Day.
would be a much nicer place to live
When I think ''.ballet" I can't help
if everyone just had a coffee hour.
but think "mayonnaise sandIf Germany had a Starbucks, I
wich." And when I think about
think even the antics of those zany
mayonnaise, I think Chris Farley:
Nazis could have been avoided.
this week's Calendar Person.
Fight fascism. Go to the InternaAnd when Mr. Biggleworth gets
tional Coffee Hour today from 3 :30
angry, people DIE!! Enough lup.m to4:30p.mintheRomeroCennacy. Maybe this will teach you
ter. This week's hour is sponsored
to send in some damn pictures.
by the Department of Modern
All pictures will be reviewed by
Languages.
Chris Hanpeter and myself. The
If Ancient Greek is now modprecence (or lack there of) of
ern Greek, is Old English now
scandalous clothing greatly in-

11:,1,;~•J!\'I

an item in the calendar, call

~24-8417

or mail to ML 2129.
.

'

FRIDAY ·
·February 8

Calendar Man
Chris Farley
creases the chances of being Calendar Girl. Just look at Chris Farley
here. (Picture should have been
Chris as a Chip-N-Dales Dancer).
Gravity kills. Nobody knows
this better than Wile E. Coyote. His
nemesis (andmine)plays atBogart's
today with Sevendust and Flaw. The
concert starts at.8 p.m.
What if you lived in a van down
by the river? Well, then Matt Foley
could potentially be your neighbor.
And you would have to give him
salutations on this Greet Your Neighbor Day.

BAC.C.H.U.S. is sponsoring
a trip to Sportsplus to go ice-skating today at 8 p.m.
Today we pay tribute to all
those who dress like the Van Trapp
family.. That's right, Tm talking
about tl;ie few, the proud, the Bciy
Scouts. I'm sure theywould be a
whole lot more popular if they
could just learn how to bake like
their girl counterparts;
Looking for a cheap date?
Brother Pryor presents part two of
his "Going Home" film series,
"Ikuru," today in Kelley Auditorium. Tickets are awhopping zero
dollars. ·
·

I~!] Ll ,: •tl\ll
·F_ebruary 9
Still don't wanna be a Xavier
playa no more? They're not play-.
ers; they just host a lot Today
they host "Voices for Change" in.
the Armory at 8 p.m.
Heavy drinking, loose women
and more drugs than a Phish con...
cert. Well, the Rugby season is
getting close, but that's not it. Today is the beginning of Carnival.

Help Wanted

Summer day camp located
north of Cincinnati hiring counselors. All necessary training provided, great hours, excellent pay
and fun summ,er experience. Call
Amandaat(513)772-5888 ext. 204.
Part-time teaching position
available for before or after school
program in Hyde Park. Competitive
pay, experience preferred but not
required; Please call 321-7183.
Unique opportunity, nanny/.
mother's helper for four small children. Looking for energetic, mature
person to help in a variety of family activities and duties. Opportunity to live in our Indian Hill home.
Salary, room and board provided.
Day, evening and weekend hours.
Full time and flex hours for school
schedule. Interview now for starting position June 2002. Work parttime now til June, must have own
car, references required. 792-9606.
West Chester family looking for
summer nanny - possible hours
during the school year. We have
two girls ages 1 1/2 and 5. The ideal
candidate would be a fun-loving
person who enjoys swimming, arts
and crafts, Kings Island and more.
Must have own transportation.
Top pay including a Kings Island
pass! .Call Debbie at 755-8667.
CTI, a local healthcare service
company, is looking for research
associates to assist with projects.
Must have Microsoft Office experience and be available a minimum
of 20 hrs/week. Flexible hours
make this ideal for a college student. Please contact Cindy
Schulten at 598-9290 or email at
cschulten ctifacts.com.

What do women, health and
enyironmental justice have in common? I thought nothing too, but
come to the Schiff Family Conference Center today at 7:30 p.m. to
find out.
·
The women's basketball team
plays Temple today at 2 p.m.

Remember that skit when Chris
Farley was on that Japanese game
show and had to lose his fingers
for wrong answers and stuff? Oh
that man was quite the rabblerouser. Well, today is the Chinese
New Year and Japan Day, so bust
that tape out and watch it again to
get a glimpse of what Asian culture is really like.

TUESDAY
February 12
Today is Fat Tuesday.. Why do
they call it that? Because it's Pancake Day.. Go nuts. RSA is also
. sponsoring a "Know Your
Rooinate" competition, Like Tyson
vs: Lewis, when and where is yet
to be determined. And now, my
final threat of the week: send in
pictures or I swear to God I'll use
Fat Bastard· next week. If you
haven't seen him ... just consider
yourself lucky. The picture alone
will weigh 12 pounds.

with dishwasher, laundry, offstreet parking, large front porch
and yard. Up to 8 BR, 3 1/2 baths.
Will rent to 4 to 8 students - only
.$250/month/student! Call Ann at
623-5315.

To

pl~ce

For Rent
Roommate needed - no
lease, month-to-month, across
the street from school, own bedroom Call 616-9000.
Awesome completely remodeled Norwood 3 BR. S,econd
floor, 1,000 square feet, central
air, coin laundry, off-street parking, five minute walk to campus,
1 year lease, $700/month. Call
(513)616-0202.
1 BR apt. Short walk to campus, furnished, utilities paid.
$495/month. Call 241-4107.
Forrent5 BR/ 2 bath-Large,
renovated apartment close to
campus. Features sunroorn, full
kitchen, carpet, finished wood
floors, ceiling fans, laundry, AC,
off-street parking, security lighting, garbage· disposal, dishwasher. $1,600/month. Call Jen at
281-5148. Available immediately.

a

745-3561
Set in majestic turn of the century
mansion, these.apartments feature:
finished wood floors, ceramic tile,
ceiling fan, laundry, AC, off-street
parking, security lightitig, garbage
disposals, dishwashers and new appliances. If you are looking to
economize, the bedrooms are large
enough to share. These apartments
are a must see and won't last long.
For a showing, call Ian at 253-7368
orTimat325-8610.
For reQt 3 BR/2 bath. Spacious 3
BR house, walking distance to campus and Kroger's. This property features off-street parking, detached
garage, ceramic and hardwood
floors, large living room and dining
room, and beautiful yard. For an
appointment, contact Tim at 3258610. Only$1,150/month.
1 BR apts. Big enough for 1-2 students. 5-10 minute walkfrom campus on Dana Avenue and Reading
Road. $650-850/ month range. Call
221-6140.

up, parking, AC. Accepting applications. $355 and up. Manager: Art
961-3786. Office: 474-5093.
Apartments: one to six bedroom. 945 & 1015 Dana Ave. Walk- ·
ing distance to school. Nicely furnished, laundry facilities, off-street
parking, AC, well-lit, maintained
and. secure buildings. Starting at
$270/student. Phone Darryl Norris
at703-3242.
Fo~ Rent: large chamiing 2 BR
in restored two-family, walking distance to campus, CA, WID, 2104
Cleneay Ave. $690/mo (513) 9848576. Available Febuary 1.

House for rent: great location,
2012 Hudson. Available June 2002.
7 BR/2 bath, 2 kitchens, WID, Parking, $300pp. (513) 984-8576.
House for rent: 3741 Spencer.
Beautiful 4/5 BR, walking distance,
CA, WID. Available May 2002.
$330pp. (513) 984-8475.

For rent. Entire duplex (5-6
BR) or each side (1-2, 3-4 BR).
Maid service, new windows, new
siding, less than a mile from
campus. Very reasonanable rent.
Call Chuck at 708-5287 for
more infonnation.

Houses for rent. Easy walk to
Forrent 2002 - 2003: 1 BR apts.
campus. Equipped and all with off- . on Cleneay· and houses (one on
street parking. 885 Clinton Springs:
Clene~y) for 4, 5 or 6 people. Big
7 BR/ 3 1/2 bath; 2550 Woodburn: 3
rooms, hardwood floors, remodBR; and 1600 Brewster: 5 BR, avail- . eled baths and kitchen. Call Erik
able June 2002. Call JoEllen at 321Zimmerman at 891-9999 or go to
0043.
www.geocities.com/ezproperties.

For Rent: 2, 5 & 6 BR. Stunning luxury apartments, newly
renovated and close to campus.

Off-campus housing; Oxford
Apartments, 1005 Dana Ave. Free
heat, walk to campus, cable hook-

For rent - renovated turn of
the century mansion. Five minute
walk to campus, Equipped kitchen

Travel.
Spring Break 2002 - Travel
with STS to Jamaica, Mexico or
Florida. Promote trips on campus
to earn cash and free trips. Information/reservations 1-800-6484849 or www.ststravel.com.
***Act Now! Guarantee the
best spring break prices! South Padre, Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco,
Florida & Mardi Gras. Reps
needed. Travel free, earn $$$.
Group discounts for 6+. Call 1-80083 8-8203 or log on at www. leisure
tours.com.
A free spring break! Hottest
destinations/parties! Lowest
prices guaranteed! Best airlines/
hotels! Free booze/food! 2 free
trips on 15 sales. Earn cash! Group
discounts!
Book .online.
www.sunsplashtours.com. 1-800426-7710.
#1 spring break vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas, &
Florida! Best parties, best hotels,
best prices! Space is limited! Hurry
up & book now! Call 1-800-2347007
or
sign ·on
at
www.endlessdummertours.com.

Miscellaneous·
Need cash? Ev~rybody's
Records in Pleasant Ridge pays
cash for CDs and. LPs. Come
browse our wide selection of rock,
R&B, rap, jazz, blues and more.
. 6106 Montgomery Road.

